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We present the first laboratory generation of high-Mach-number magnetized collisionless shocks created
through the interaction of an expanding laser-driven plasma with a magnetized ambient plasma. Time-
resolved, two-dimensional imaging of plasma density and magnetic fields shows the formation and
evolution of a supercritical shock propagating at magnetosonic Mach number Mms ≈ 12. Particle-in-cell
simulations constrained by experimental data further detail the shock formation and separate dynamics of
the multi-ion-species ambient plasma. The results show that the shocks form on time scales as fast as one
gyroperiod, aided by the efficient coupling of energy, and the generation of a magnetic barrier between the
piston and ambient ions. The development of this experimental platform complements present remote
sensing and spacecraft observations, and opens the way for controlled laboratory investigations of high-
Mach number collisionless shocks, including the mechanisms and efficiency of particle acceleration.
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Shocks act to convert incoming supersonic flows to heat,
and in collisionless plasmas the shock layer forms on
kinetic plasma scales through collective electromagnetic
effects. These collisionless shocks have been observed in
many space and astrophysical systems, including around
Earth and planets of the solar system [1,2], the heliopause
[3], and supernovae remnants [4]. Additionally, collision-
less shocks are believed to accelerate particles, including
cosmic rays, to extremely high energies [5,6]. Of particular
importance are the class of supercritical [7] (MA ≳ 3) and
high-Mach-number shocks, which must reflect significant
numbers of particles back into the upstream to accommo-
date entropy production, and in doing so seed proposed
particle acceleration mechanisms [8,9].
In many of these systems, the shocks are magnetized due

to preexisting magnetic fields in the upstream plasma. In the
heliosphere magnetized shocks have been well studied
within the limitations implied by 1D spacecraft trajectories.
However, with the exception of some remotely sensed
shocks driven by coronal mass ejections [10], it has, in
general, not been possible to directly probe (via in situ
means) the formation process(es) for heliospheric shocks.
Meanwhile, remote sensing has provided compelling evi-
dence that supernovae remnant shocks are driven by
magnetically coupled pistons [4], but such observations
are too distant and too late in time to resolve details of the
initial piston-shock interaction. As a result, studies of
collisionless shock formation have been mostly limited to
numerical simulations [11] and lack empirical verification.

Laboratory experiments—with their reproducibility
and comprehensive, multidimensional data sets—can thus
complement spacecraft and remote sensing observations
through an appropriate scaling of key dimensionless
parameters [12].
Here we present the first laboratory observation of the

formation of high-Mach-number magnetized collisionless
shocks created through the interaction of an expanding laser-
driven plasma with a magnetized ambient plasma. We
measure numerous features of collisionless shocks, including
formation time scales, shock speed, magnetic and density
compression ratios, and widths of the density jumps. These
experiments were carried out on the Omega EP laser facility
[13] at theUniversity ofRochester. Plastic (CH) piston targets
were embedded in an externally applied magnetic field and
irradiated by high-energy lasers, driving supersonic plasma
plumes througha preformed,magnetized ambientCHplasma
in a perpendicular magnetic geometry. This experimental
configuration utilizes the concept of a magnetically coupled
piston pioneered by early experiments [14,15], and has been
previously used to demonstrate how expanding, laser-driven
piston plumes sweep up and compress the ambient plasma
and magnetic field [16]. It also extends previous, low-Mach-
number shock experiments [17–19] to a significantly new
parameter space, withmagnetic fields, ambient densities, and
laser energies that are orders of magnitude larger, allowing
higher Mach numbers over smaller spatial scales. Other
versions of this configuration have focused on the formation
of nonmagnetized (electrostatic) collisionless shocks [20–23]
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or counterstreaming geometries relevant to Weibel-mediated
shocks [24,25].
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Two opposing

plastic (CH) piston targets, separated by 4.5 mm, were each
irradiated by a 5 × 1013 W=cm2 drive beam (351 nm, 1.5 kJ,
2 ns) at time t0, generating counterpropagating supersonic
plasma plumes. The drive beams passed through a beam-
smoothing phase plate and were incident on the piston targets
at an angle of 74°, yielding an elliptical focal spotwith aminor
diameter of 0.9 mm and a major diameter of 3.1 mm. The
piston targets were embedded in an externally imposed
background magnetic field, oriented perpendicularly to the
piston plasma flow and timed so that the drive beams fired at
peak magnetic field (B0z; peak ¼ 8� 1 T). A third ambient
CH target was placed 5mm from the center point between the
piston targets and was irradiated by a 9 × 1012 W=cm2

precursor beam (351 nm, 100 J, 1 ns) to create a low-density
ambient plasma. To allow time for the ambient plasma to
prefill the volume between the piston targets, the precursor
beam was timed 12 ns before t0. There is no significant
distortion of the external magnetic field due to this ambient
expansion, as evidenced by proton radiographic images
that show that the area between the targets remains uniform
until the piston plasmas arrive. This also implies that the
magnetic field diffuses anomalously fast into the magnetic
cavity created by the ambient plasma, as observed elsewhere
[18,26].
The interaction of the piston plasmas with the magnetized

ambient plasma was diagnosed with a 263 nm probe beam
(10 ps) that passed through the plasmas, producing simulta-
neous images of shadowgraphy and angular filter refractom-
etry (AFR) [27]. AFR maps the angles by which the probe
beam is refracted to a finite set of imagedbandswhose spatially

resolved edges correspond to known values of the line-
integrated first derivative of density. Shadowgraphy similarly
measures the line-integrated second derivative of density, but
does so continuously across the image. Additionally, the
dynamics and topology of the magnetic fields were probed
using a multi-MeV proton beam generated with an indepen-
dent short-pulse laser in the same configuration as discussed in
Ref. [24].Thedeflectionof theprotons as theypass through the
interacting plasmas are then collected on several energy-
resolved image plates, which can be used to estimate the
topology and magnitude of the magnetic field [28].
Figure 2 shows AFR and proton radiographic images. The

main features seen in the AFR images include two wide
bands (additional bands can also be seen near the targets),
and, in some conditions, one or two very narrow bands near
the image center. These narrow bands are also seen in the
same locations in the corresponding shadowgraphy images.
The wide bands are associated with the piston plasma
plumes, while the narrow bands indicate the development
of very strong density gradients where the piston and
ambient plasmas interact. Figures 2(b)–2(d), for which B0 >
0 and n0 > 0, show the formation and evolution of shocklike
features from early to late times. We note that shock
formation only requires a single piston plume interacting
with the ambient plasma [see Fig. 2(b)]; multiple pistons
were used to increase data collection. Figure 2(e) is a proton
radiographic image and shows the formation of strong
magnetic field compressions (light regions of low proton
fluence) coincident with the AFR shock bands, as well as the
formation of magnetic cavities (dark regions) behind the
magnetic compressions. Two null tests were also carried out.
Figure 2(a) shows that without an external magnetic field
(B0 ¼ 0) and without an ambient plasma (n0 ¼ 0), only the
piston plumes are visible. Unexpectedly, with an ambient
plasma but without an external field we still observed
leading bands; however, these bands were 3 times wider
than those observed with an external field. We are able to
obtain such broadening in simulations with weak magnetic
fields (B0 < 1 T). One possible source may be Biermann-
battery-generated magnetic fields advected with the laser
plasmas, which have of order 1%–10% of the magnetic
energy of the externally imposed magnetic field.
The experiments were simulated with the 2D particle-in-

cell (PIC) PSC [29] and 2D radiation-hydrodynamic DRACO

[30] codes. DRACO was used to model the laser-target
interaction in order to predict the density and temperature
profiles of the ambient and piston plasmas; the associated
wide plume bands imaged through AFR were found to be in
good agreement with these DRACO predictions. Modeling by
DRACO further indicated that the ambient plasma electron
density and temperature remain relatively stable at ne0 ≈
0.6 × 1019 cm−3 andTe0 ≈ 15 eV between the piston targets
over the time scales of the experiment. We used these plume
parameters to initialize a fully kinetic PSC simulation of the
expansion of a mixed-species CH piston plasma into a
uniform, preformed ambient CH plasma embedded in a

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. An external magnetic field was
applied by pulsing current through conductors located behind
opposing plastic (CH) piston targets. The volume between the
piston targets was prefilled with an ambient plasma irradiated by
a low-energy beam from a third CH target. Two counterpropagat-
ing piston plasma plumes, generated by ablating the opposing
piston targets with two high-energy beams, were then driven
through the magnetized ambient plasma. The resulting interaction
was diagnosed with 2D refractive imaging (line-integrated along
ẑ) and proton radiography (line-integrated along ŷ).
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uniform magnetic field. Like the DRACO runs, the PIC
simulations were validated against experimental data by
comparing observed AFR features with those synthetically
generated through PSC. In particular, we conducted a sensi-
tivity scan of the effect of upstream density on shock
formation, varying the ambient density by an order of
magnitude around the DRACO-predicted value. We find
robust collisionless shock formation over a wide range of
densities but obtain best agreement between observed and
simulated features at ne0 ¼ ð0.6� 0.3Þ × 1019 cm−3, which
we therefore use for all relevant calculations. We note that
fluctuations around this density were too small to be directly
measured by the AFR diagnostic.
Density profiles reconstructed from the refractive images

are shown in Fig. 3. These profiles and associated numerical
modeling show conclusive evidence of the production of a
supercritical magnetized collisionless shock, as indicated by
a magnetosonic Mach number Mms > 4, a magnetic com-
pression B=B0 > 2, a density compression n=n0 > 2, a
compression ramp width Δx=di > 1 (di ¼ c=ωpi), and
the separation of the shock structure from the piston. The
speed of the narrow bands in Fig. 2 can be estimated from

their time of flight. Between 2.35 and 2.85 ns, it is found to
be vs ¼ 700� 30 km=s. This implies that the AFR bands
are moving highly supermagnetosonically with Mms¼
vs=cms¼12�4, where c2ms ¼ v2A þ c2s , vA is the Alfvén
speed, and cs is the sound speed. Here, the speeds are
calculated relative to the upstream ambient C plasma and
peakmagnetic field. At these speeds, the ions are effectively
collisionless, with a collisional length scale larger than the
distance between the piston targets.
Figures 3(a)–3(b) show that as the AFR bands

propagate, their corresponding jump in density grows from
Δne ¼ ð1.3� 0.3Þ × 1019 cm−3 at 2.35 ns toΔne ¼ ð1.6�
0.3Þ × 1019 cm−3 at 2.85 ns. These density jumps represent a
growth in the maximum compression ratio relative to the
background of ne=ne0 ¼ 3.2� 0.5 to ne=ne0 ¼ 3.7� 0.5.
Simultaneously, the width of the density jump grows from
Δx=di0 ¼ 0.6� 0.2 toΔx=di0 ¼ 1.0� 0.2, where di0 is the
upstreamambientC ion inertial length and is the natural lower
bound condition for the shock thickness. Note that the
measured widths are still consistent with shock widths that
are typically on the order of the downstream ambient ion
gyroradius ρi [31]. This is because ρi ∼ 3di0, and the

FIG. 2. Refractive and proton radiographic images of collisionless shock evolution. In each image, the piston targets are located just
outside the left and right borders, while the ambient target is located below the bottom border. The piston plasmas expand toward the
center (x ¼ 0). The time stamps correspond to the time relative to the firing of the drive beams. The dashed rectangle in (a) represents the
region of interest in Fig. 3. Panels (a)–(d) are images of angular filter refractometry. In (a), no shock is observed without an external
magnetic field or ambient plasma. In (b)–(d), the shock is observed evolving from early to late times with an external field and ambient
plasma. In (b), only one target was used, confirming that these features are independent of counterstreaming interactions between two
pistons. In (e), proton radiography reveals the formation of strong magnetic field compressions (light ribbons) coincident with the shock
at comparable times.

FIG. 3. Evolution of line-integrated electron density profiles at (a) 2.35, (b) 2.85, and (c) 3.85 ns after laser ablation. For each, the density
profiles (black) were reconstructed by linearly interpolating between the gradient density values associated with eachAFR band edge and,
in the regions of the density jumps, utilizing the shadowgraphy profiles. The constant density offset was estimated from simulations, and
the shaded band corresponds to the uncertainty in this offset. Also shown are the corresponding profiles from PSC PIC simulations (red).
Additionally, in (c) the ambient (green) and piston (blue) contributions to the total electron density in the PIC simulations are shown. [(a),
inset] Raw shadowgraphy signal (black) and reconstructed relative density (green) profile at 2.35 ns. [(b), inset] Direct comparison of the
rawAFR signal (black) and corresponding synthetic simulation signal (red) at 2.85 ns. For both, the signals have been reduced to binary for
simplicity. In all plots, the plasma moves toward x ¼ 0.
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refractive diagnostics are only sensitive to the subsection of
the shock ramps with the largest density gradients. Indeed,
PIC simulations indicate that the width of the shock ramps is
on the order of ρi.
Figure2(d) shows that by3.85ns, the leadingAFRbandhas

bifurcated into two bands, which leads to a double “bump”
feature in the extrapolated density profile in Fig. 3(c). The
frontmost band is similar to the leading band at 2.85 ns, while
the second band is wider with Δx=di0 ¼ 1.3� 0.2 and a
density jump of Δne ¼ ð1.5� 0.3Þ × 1019 cm−3. However,
only the frontmost AFR band has a corresponding shadowg-
raphy signal, indicating that the twoAFR bands represent two
distinct features, rather than a single large density gradient that
encompasses two bands. We can also estimate the magnetic
field compression by comparing the proton fluence in the
“ribbon” region to the fluence in the magnetic cavity in
Fig. 2(e). Following Ref. [28], the magnetic field in the
object plane is given by ∇⊥

R
~B × dl ≈ ~BzLy=Lx ∼ 140 T,

where Ly is the path integration length and Lx is a character-
istic gradient length scale on the order of di0. Note that ~Bz
is in addition to the background magnetic field, so that
Bz ¼ ~Bz þ B0z, where the average background field
B0z ∼ 4 T. We find at 3.80 ns and in the region coincident
with the narrow AFR bands, the magnetic field is compressed
by Bz=B0z ≈ 3 and is fully expelled (Bz ≈ 0) behind the
compression.
Figure 4 shows that these experimental features are

reproduced by PIC simulations. By 2.35 ns [t ∼ 1.4 ω−1
ci;H ¼

0.7ω−1
ci;C, Fig. 4(a)], a collisionless shock has already formed

in the ambient H ions and is moving atMms ∼ 15. This can
be seen by the large density andmagnetic field compressions
(n=n0 > 3, B=B0 > 3), the large compression ramp widths
(Δx=ρi ∼ 1), a population of hot downstream H ions (in the
shock frame, they are heated as they are decelerated through

the shock front), and a small population of highly accel-
erated ambientH ions (in the shock frame, these are reflected
ions). By 2.85 ns [t ∼ 0.9ω−1

ci;C, Fig. 4(b)], a C shock has also
formed slightly downstream of the H shock. Figure 4(c)
shows that by 3.85 ns (t ∼ 1.3ω−1

ci;C) a double bump feature
appears in the total density profile. The two bumps corre-
spond to individual compressions of ambient and piston
ions, and indicate that the H and C shocks are separating
from the piston. At later times [Fig. 4(d)], the combined C
and H shocks further decouple from the piston, and a
downstream component in the density and magnetic field
profiles begins to form.
These results are the first to experimentally show colli-

sionless shock formation on time scales as fast as one
gyroperiod ω−1

ci . The experimentally constrained PIC sim-
ulations indicate that these fast formation time scales are
possible due to two effects. The first is the efficient coupling
of piston energy to the ambient ions. This is accomplished
through the generation of strong Jp × B electric fields (i.e.,
Larmor coupling [32,33]), which are created as the piston
ion “current” moves across the background magnetic field,
and which accelerate ambient ions to of order the piston
speed within ω−1

ci . Simultaneously, the piston expansion
drives a diamagnetic current that creates a leading magnetic
compression and trailing magnetic cavity [34]. The second
effect is the trapping of piston ions behind the magnetic
compression. This effect becomes more pronounced with
time and allows accelerated ambient ions to interact unim-
peded with upstream ambient ions. Within one ω−1

ci , the
intensification of the magnetic compression due to the pile
up of accelerated ambient ions results in a significant
expulsion of piston ions from the leading edge of the
expansion. These effects are manifested in the size and
timing of the experimental features. The pileup of trapped

FIG. 4. Results from 2D particle-in-cell simulations that show the formation of a high-Mach-number magnetized collisionless shock.
The simulations consist of a CH piston plasma expanding into a CH ambient plasma in an externally applied magnetic field. Each panel
is representative of a different time in units of the upstream C ion gyroperiod ω−1

ci;C, from earliest (a) to latest (d). For each panel, the top
three rows are phase space density plots of piston, ambient H, and ambient C ions in terms of the C magnetosonic Mach numberMms and
ambient C ion inertial length di. The bottom row are plots of magnetic field (black), total ion density (purple), ambient H ion density
(red), ambient C ion density (green), and piston ion density (blue) relative to their upstream ambient values.
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piston ions results in density gradients over length scales of
order the compressed gyroradius ρi (a few di0), which show
up as narrow AFR bands. As more piston ions become
trapped and the ambient ion density becomes dominant
ahead of the magnetic compression, two density gradients
associated with each population appear, resulting in the two
observed narrow AFR bands.
In this Letter we have demonstrated that high-Mach-

number magnetized collisionless shocks can be generated in
the laboratory, which opens a new experimental regime for
studying shock formation and evolution that is difficult to
achieve with spacecraft. The experimental platform is highly
flexible, allowing variation in the applied magnetic field,
upstream density, magnetic geometry, and piston speed. Its
development enables new studies on the relationship between
collisionless shocks and particle acceleration, and with
extensions to the larger system sizes available on platforms
such as the National Ignition Facility, new collaborative
investigations between shocks and other strongly driven,
astrophysically relevant systems such as those involving
magnetic reconnection or the Weibel instability.
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